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ABSTRACT. When a p-group G acts on a manifold, the behavior of the

cohomology of the subgroups of G singles out a special collection of fixed point

sets of these subgroups.  A bound on the size of the spaces in this collection is

derived using equivariant cohomology.   For a special class of nonabelian p-groups

this bound is strong enough to require that certain fixed point sets must vanish.

Application of this bound to a linear representation of G yields a lower bound

for the cohomology of G.

0. Introduction. The use of equivariant cohomology to generalize Smith

theory was begun by A. Borel in [1]. This use of equivariant cohomology was

further extended by G. Bredon in [2] and W.-Y. Hsiang in [5] and [6]. Here

we derive a generalization of Smith theory which applies to all p-groups.

In [9], D. Quillen calculated the Krull dimension of the cohomology ring

of finite group G. This suggests that we isolate a certain collection  F0 of the

fixed point sets of the subgroups of G when G acts on a manifold M.

When G is a p-group, repeated applications of the Thorn isomorphism

allow us to derive a bound on the equivariant cohomology of M. More

applications of the Thorn isomorphism produce a bound on the size of the fixed

point sets in F0. When G = Z  this becomes the usual Smith theory estimate.

For certain nonabelian p-groups we obtain new information which is strong

enough to cause some of the possible types of fixed point sets to vanish. For

these groups we further strengthen the estimate on F0 by globalizing a technique

used in [7].

Given a real representation r of G we have an action of G on a sphere 5m.

Now we know that the fixed point sets in  F0 are spheres and we can convert the

bound on F0 into information about the cohomology of G. Several examples

of such calculations are done.

1. Two cohomology invariants. For the purposes of this paper a manifold

M will be a smooth compact manifold, with or without boundary. A submanifold

F of M will be required to meet the boundary of M transversely. If F is a
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closed submanifold then the boundary of F is contained in the boundary of M.

Fix a prime number p; all cohomology will have Z coefficients. If A* is a

graded Zp module, we define the Poincaré series of A* as the formal power series

PS(A*)=Z(.àimzA')ti.
i

The inequality "Lfl^ < ^fif between two such series will mean that a¡ < b¡

for each i.

Let (SA* be the fc-fold suspension of A*, so okA* = B* where Bm =

j\jn-k   ^ye j^yg ^g f0iiowing formulas:

(1.1) PStfA*) = r*PS04*).

(1.2) PS(A* © 5*) = P504*) + PS(B*).

(1.3) P5(^ *®B*)= PS(A*)PS(B*).

If Z is a space, set PS(X) = PS(H*(X)), and if G is a group, set PS(G) =

PS(H*(G)).

Using PS(A*) we define two invariants ¡(A*) and c(A*). If it makes sense,

expand PS(A*) as a power series in (1 - r):

(1.4) PS(A*) = cG4*)(l - t)~l{A *} + higherterms

where c(A*) =# 0. Since the coefficients of PS(A*) are nonnegative we have that

l(A*) > 0 and c(A*) > 0.  It may be that ¡(A*) = °° so that c(4*) is not defined,

but in this paper l(A*) is always a finite nonnegative integer.

We have the following formulas:

(1.5) l(okA*) = l(A*).

(1.6) c(okA*) = c(A*).

(1.7) l(A* <BB*) = max {/(/I*), 7(5*)}.

Ic(A*) if l(A*)>l(B*),
c(A*) + c(B*)   if ¡(A*) = ¡(B*),

c(B*) if l(A*) < l(B*).

( 1.9) l(A * ® 7J*) = /(/I *) + /(5*).
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(1.10) cLA* ® B*) = c(A*)c(B*).

Again if X is a space set l(X) = l(H*(X)) and c(X) = c(H*(X)), and if G is a

group set 1(G) = l(H*(Gj) and c(G) = c(H*(G)). Note that if M is a manifold

then l(M) = 0 and c(M) = 2,.dimz H(M).

Our interest in these invariants arose from D. Quillen's calculation, see [9],

that if G is a finite group then 1(G) is the p-rank of G. More precisely 1(G) =

max {k | Zkp Ç G} where Zkp is the fc-fold product of Zp with itself. When G is

a p-group we obtain in [7] information about c(G).

2. Fixed point sets of subgroups.  Suppose the finite group G acts on the

manifold M, we say that the element g of G moves the point x of M to the point

xg. IfSÇ GandFÇ Mwesetx5= {xh\hES},Fg = {yg\y E F), and FS

= {yh \y E F and A E S}. Let M/G = {xG |x e M) be the orbit space of the

action.

Define the isotropy group Ix for the point x EM as the collection of all

elements g EG which fix x, so xlx = {x}. Let I = {Ix \x EM} be the collection

of all isotropy groups for the action. Consider I as a partial order with 7j <

72if7!C72.

For an isotropy group 7 call F(I) = {x EM\IX =7} the total fixed point

set of 7.  A connected component F of F\I) is a fixed point set of 7.  Let F be

the collection of all fixed point sets of all isotropy groups of the action.  For

F £ F let IF be the isotropy group of F, for each x EF,IX =IP-

Each member F of F is a submanifold of M. At a boundary point xEFC\bM

one can show that F meets bM transversely around x. In general Fis not closed and

its closure F is a union of fixed point sets associated with isotropy groups/ D7F.

In fact F becomes a partial order by saying Fx < F2 if F2 Ç Fj. Now F is a closed

submanifold of M precisely when F is a maximal element of the partial order F.

Let t be the tangent bundle of M and rx the fiber of t over the point x.

Now Ix acts on tx and this provides a real representation of Ix. If x E F E F

and if k = dim F then the representation of Ix on tx decomposes as k Id + rx,

where kid stands for k copies of the identity representation of Ix. Since Fis

connected, if 7 £ F is a second point then r  and rv are equivalent as real

representations of Ip =IX =Iy. We call rF = rx = r  the normal representation

of the isotropy group IF of F.

(2.1).  Lemma. For each g EG and F £ F we have FgEf and I(pg) =
g-l(IF)g-
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Thus G acts on F. Define the normalizer NF of F as the collection of all

g E G with Fg = F; then Np is a subgroup of NG(IF) = {gEG\g~l (IF)g = IF),

the normalizer of IF in G. So IF is a normal subgroup of NF and we define the

Weyl group WF of F as the quotient NF/IF.

(2.2).  Lemma. For FeV the group WF acts freely on F.

Proof.  An element of WF is a coset (IF)u of IF in NF. Define the

action of WF on F by having (IF)u move a point xGFto the point x(IF)u =

(xIF)u = xuEF. If jc« = jc then uEIF and (7F)u = 7F is the identity in WF,

and the action is free.

If r is a representation of a subgroup 7 of G and if g is an element of G

then define the conjugate representation rg of the subgroup g~lIg by rg(g~1hg) =

r(h) for ft € 7.  Define the normalizer NG(r) of r as the collection of g E NG(I)

for which rg is equivalent to r as representations of 7.

(2.3).   Lemma. For each g EG and FE¥ we have r^Fg^ = (rFY-

Thus NF is a subgroup of Nc(rF). A more detailed discussion of the above

material can be found in [8]. For the purposes of extending Smith theory we

single out a subset F0 of F. This subset consists of all F G F such that

(a) F is maximal in the partial order F.

(b) l(IF) = 1(G).

(c) If E < F in F then l(IE) < 1(G).

The third condition can be stated in terms of the normal representation rF.

This requires a discussion of linear actions.

Suppose r is a representation of the subgroup I of G; then r is equivalent to

an orthogonal representation and induces an action of I on some disk Dm. If /

is a subgroup of 7 let D(J) be the collection of all points jc E Dm left invariant

by /, that is xJ = {jc}; then D(J) is a linear subdisk of Dm, that is, the inter-

section of a linear subspace with Dm. The total fixed point set for / is given

by

(2.4) F(7) = D(J) - (J{D(L)\JCLCI}.

Let I(r) consist of all / Ç 7 with F\J) =£ 0. Since the origin 0 is fixed by I we

have 0 E F(I) and IE J(r).

Return to the original situation where G acts on M.

(2.5). Lemma. 77ie element F E F is in F0 if and only if

(a) F is maximal in F.

(b) l(IF) = KG).

(c) IfJE l(rF) -IF then l(J) < 1(G).
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Proof.   We need only show that conditions (c) and (c') are equivalent.

If x is a point of F then for some neighborhood Ux of x in M the action of Ix

on Ux is equivariantly diffeomorphic to the action of Ix on tx . This action

decomposes as k Id + rp.

Now if E < F in the partial order F then FEE and so for some x £ F

we have x € E and E meets Ux. The isotropy group IE then occurs in" l(rF).

Conversely each / £ î(rF) - IF occurs as Iy for some y £ Ux. By (2.4)

we can connect y to x by a path 7(f) so that 7(1) = 7,7(0) = x, and Iy^ = J

if 0 < t < 1. Thus 7((0, 1] ) must lie in some component E of F(J) and J = IE

while x £ F orF<FinF.

3. An estimate for equivariant cohomology. After defining equivariant

cohomology Hq(M) for an action of G on M, we use the Thorn isomorphism and

equivariant tubular neighborhoods to obtain an estimate for the invariant /(77£(A0)

in terms of the isotropy groups of the action.

By [11, §19], there is an W-connected manifold EG on which the finite

group G acts freely.  For k < N we define 77^(M) = Hk(M xG E%). Here if Y

and Z are any two spaces on which G acts, then Y xG Z is the orbit space

(Y x Z)\G of the diagonal action of G on the product space Y x Z;gEG

moves the point (y, z) to the point (yg, zg).

(3.1). Theorem (Serre). The following estimate holds for equivariant

cohomology:

PS(H*G(M)) <PS(G)PS(M).

Proof . Since G acts freely on EG with orbit space Bq, a classifying

space for G up through dimension N, we can view M xG EG as a bundle over

Bq with fiber M. By [10] there is a spectral sequence with E** =

H*(B%; H*(M)) which converges to H*(M xQ f£). Thus

PS(H*(M xG E»)) < PS(H*(B^; H*(M)))

<PS(H*(B^)®H(M))

= PS(B^)PS(M).

Letting N approach infinity we obtain the theorem as stated.

Next we obtain an estimate on HfyM) which allows us to see the effect

of fixed point sets.

(3.2).  Lemma.   Suppose a p-group G acts on a manifold M with F a

closed invariant submanifold. Ifpis odd, then assume that F has an oriented

normal bundle Vp. Let t(F) be an open, invariant, tubular neighborhood for F;

then
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PS(H*G(M)) < tkPS(H*G(F)) + PS(HG(M - t(F)))

where k = dim M - dim F.

Proof.  By [3, §22], we know that t(F) exists. If p is odd then, since

G has odd order, the action of G on l/F preserves orientation.  So the submani-

fold F xG EG has an oriented normal bundle in M xG EG. Also t(F) xG EG

serves as a tubular neighborhood for F xG EG.  Applying the Thorn isomorphism,

see [12], we have

H*(M xG E», (M-t(F)) xG E%) = okH*(F xG ENG).

Letting N become large this gives

HG(M,M-t(F)) = okH*JF).

When p = 2 we are using Z2 coefficients and the Thorn isomorphism holds with

no assumptions on \J F.

From the exact triangle:

okHG(F)

H*G(M-t(F))<-H*G(M)

we obtain the estimate:

dimZpH^(M) < dimZpHm-k(F) + dimZp77g(M - t(F)).

This is equivalent to the stated inequality on Poincarë series.

To apply (3.2) properly we need the following information about normal

bundles of fixed point sets.

(3.3).   Lemma. If a Pipvup G acts on a manifold M with p odd and if F is any

connected component of the total fixed point set of a subgroup I of G, then

VF is oriented.

Proof. Proceed by induction on the order of I. If 7 is the trivial subgroup

then dim F = dim M, and 1/F has 0 dimensional fibers and is oriented. Other-

wise since 7 is a p-group it possesses a central subgroup K of order p, see [4,

Chapter 4].

Consider the action of K on M, since K fixes each point of F there is a

connected component E of the total fixed point set of K which contains F.

By [3, §38], we know that f E, the normal bundle of E in M, is oriented. Now

VF = \JE + l/f where \/F is the normal bundle of F as a submanifold of E.
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The quotient group ¡¡K acts on E. To see this suppose g £ 7, A £ K, and

x £ E; then (xg)A = (xA)g = xg and xg is a fixed point of A". Thus Eg is a

connected component of the total fixed point set of K. Since FC E O Eg we

must have E = Fg. Thus 7 acts on F and since K fixes F pointwise this induces

an action of I¡K.

The set F is a connected component of the fixed point set of I/K as it

acts on E.  By induction \Jp is oriented and thus l/£, a sum of oriented bundles,

is oriented.

(3.4).  Theorem.   7/a p-group G acts on a manifold M then

I(H*G(M)) < max{l(I)\IE 1}

where I is the collection of isotropy groups for this action.

Proof. The collection F of connected components of fixed point sets

of subgroups is finite.   To see this note that I is finite since G is finite.  For a

given subgroup 7, the total fixed point set 7*1(7) has only finitely many connected

components.  Otherwise by the compactness of M there would be a point x with

infinitely many such components in its neighborhood. But x has a neighborhood

Ux such that Ux O ¿7    = 0 unless gEIx.  Further Ix acts on Ux in a way

equivariantly diffeomorphic to the action of Ix on tx.  Formula (2.4) shows

that a linear action has only a finite number of connected components of

fixed point sets of subgroups.

Proceed by induction on the size of F. If F is a maximal element in the

partial order F then FG is an invariant, closed, submanifold of M. If p is odd

then by (3.3) VFG is oriented. So (3.2) gives

(3.5) PS(H*G(M)) < tkPS(HG(FG)) + PS(H*G(M - t(FG))).

Using the definition ofNF and WF from §2 we have that

(FG) xGENG=F xNp E%=F xWp B»F

where Bf = EG/IF is a classifying space for IF through dimension N. By (2.2)

WF acts freely on F and F xw   B? may be viewed as a bundle over F/WF

with fiber B¡ . As in the proof of (3.1) this gives the estimate

PS(HG(FG)) <PS(FIWF)PS(IF).

Since F/Wp is a manifold, l(F¡WF) = 0 and we have

(3-6) l(HG(FG))<l(Ip).

Next the space M - t(FG) has a corner where t(FG) meets the boundary
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of M. After straightening the corner, M - t(FG) becomes a manifold on which

G acts.  Further the collection of connected components of fixed point sets of

subgroups for M - t(FG) may be considered as a proper subset of F. By induc-

tion we have

(3.7) l(H*G(M - t(FG))) < max {1(1) \I € I}.

Combining (3.5), (3.6), and (3.7) proves the theorem.

4. Smith theory for p-groups. By exploiting the invariant c(G) we obtain

an inequality involving the collection F0 of fixed point sets of subgroups. When

G = Zp this becomes equivalent to classical Smith theory. Any new information

we obtain occurs when G is nonabelian.

Suppose a p-group G acts on a manifold M with F an invariant submanifold.

We say that F is isolated if for each xEF there is some neighborhood Ux of jc

such that for y E Ux - F we have l(Iy) < /(/fc(F)).

(4.1). Proposition. Suppose a p-group G acts on a manifold M with

Fx, F2,. .., Fm closed, invariant, disjoint, and isolated submanifolds. Ifp is

odd then suppose that each VF is oriented. 7//(//£(F/)) > l(HG(M))for each

i then /(/^(F,)) = l(H*G(M)) and V?=xc(H*G(F,)) < c(H%(M))-

Proof.  Choose disjoint, open, invariant, tubular neighborhoods t(Fx),

t(F2), .. . , t(Fm). Let bt(F¡) be the boundary of KF¡)- Since F¡ is compact

and isolated we can choose t(F¡) small enough so that l(Iy) < /(//^(F,.)) for.y E

3r(Ff). By (3.4) we have /(77* (3r(F,))) < l(H*G(F¿).

As in the proof of (3.2), we obtain from the Thorn isomorphism

HG(M,M-t(Ft)) = aktHG(Fi)

where k¡ = dim M - dim F¡. Let tif) = U£L i HF¡)i then the pair (M, M - t(F))

generates in equivariant cohomology the exact triangle:

f   V
H%(M - t(F)) <-HG(M)

Since 5* factors through H*G(bt(F)) = 2* x 77*(3r(F,.)) we have

/(image(5*) n „"'H*,(F,)) < l(H*G(Ft)).

So for the purposes of calculating the invariant c we may view /* as an inclusion

and we have that l(H*G(M)) > l(H%(F^). Thus /(77^(A0) = /(/^(F,)) and we

have that
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fic(HG(Fi))<c(HG(M)).
/=i

Under stronger assumptions this becomes an equality.

(4.2).   Proposition.   W/fA fAe same assumptions as in (4.1), ifl(Ix) <

l(H*G(M)) for all x EM- \J%jFf fAe«

m

Xc(77S(F/)) = c(77*(ili)).
i=i

Proof.  With the new assumption we have /(77£(M - t(F))) < l(H%(M))

by (3.4) and j* may be viewed as an isomorphism for the purposes of evaluating

the invariant c.

In order to apply (4.1) we need two results from [7]. If A* is a graded

Z module on which G acts, let {A*}G be the graded Z module of elements

left fixed by G.

(4.3).  Theorem. If a finite cyclic group W acts freely on a manifold M

then

PS({H*(M)}W)<PS(M/W) < (1 - tylPS({H*(M)}W)-

(4.4).  Lemma. If the cyclic p-group W acts on the graded Zp module A*

via linear transformations, then

PS(A*)<\W\PS({A*}W).

(4.5). Proposition. If a p-group G acts freely on a manifold M then

PS(M)<\G\PS(M¡G).

Proof.   Proceed by induction on the order of G. Let K be a normal

subgroup of G with the quotient W = G/K a cyclic group, see [4, Chapter 4].

Since G acts freely on M, W acts freely on M/K. Applying (4.4) and (4.3) we

have

PS(M/K) < \W\PS({H*(MIK)}W)

<\W\PS(MIG).

By induction PS(M) < \K \PS(M¡K) < \G\PS(M¡G).

Finally we turn to the special collection F0 of fixed point sets of subgroups.

Now G acts on F0, let FÓ =  F0/G be the orbit spaces. Choose a basepoint F

for each orbit and label the orbit F'.

(4.6).  Theorem. Suppose a p-group G acts on a manifold M, then

Z   c(IF)c(F)l\WF\<c(G)c(M).
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Proof .  For each F' E F'0 form the invariant submanifold FG.  As F'

runs over F0 the sets FG run over a collection of closed, invariant, disjoint

submanifolds of M.

Each FG is isolated, this follows from F G F0 once we show that

/(77£(FG)) - 1(G).  As in the proof of (3.4) we have that 7/£(FG) -

77fc(F xWn. bV) for k<N.   By (4.5) this gives

(4.7) PS(H*G(FG)) > PS(F x Bjp)l\WF\ - PS(F)PS(IF)I\WF\.

As in the proof of (3.4) we have that

PS(HG(FG))<PS(FIWF)PS(IF).

Since F and F/WF are manifolds, this gives /(//£(FG)) = 1(1F) = /(G).

Next by (3.1) we have l(H*G(M)) < 1(G) = l(H*G(FG)) for each F' G F'0.

By (3.3) if p is odd then \JFG is oriented and (4.1) applies. We conclude that

1(G) = l(H*G(M)) and that 2F-6 F.Q c(H*G(FG)) < c(77£(jW)). By (3.1) we have

c(H*G(M)) <i c(G)c(M). By (4.7) we have c(H*G(FG)) > c(7F)c(F)/| FVF |. Com-

bining the last three inequalities we obtain the theorem as stated.

When G is an elementary abelian p-group Zk then F0 is the collection of

connected components of the total fixed point set F(G) of G.  So for each F E

F0 we have IF = G and WF is the trivial group.  So (4.6) reduces to c(F(G)) <

c(M), which is classical Smith theory.

If G acts on a finite simplicial complex K with each g EG moving each

simplex of K to another simplex of K in an affine manner, then we can imbed

K in a manifold M on which G acts such that KCM is an equivariant deformation

retract.  Applying (4.6) to M we recover information about K.

5. A special sequence of groups. The result from the previous section is

applied to certain p-groups whose structure makes this estimate of particular

interest. We find a condition which forces certain fixed point sets to vanish. For

these groups we derive an improved estimate for equivariant cohomology which

in turn strengthens the restrictions on the fixed point sets.

Let Lm be the p-group given by the presentation

Lm = <a, b \a»m = bp = 1, ab = ba1+p"'~1).

If p = 2 we require that the integer m be at least 3, otherwise it must be at

least 2. In [7] we established

(5.1).  Lemma. For the group Lm, the invariant c(Lm) = 1/p.

Consider the subgroup 7m of Lm generated by the elements ap and b;

then Im is isomorphic to Z m_x x Z . Suppose Lm acts on a manifold M;
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we wish to consider elements F £ F0 with IF = 7m. Notice that l(Im) = l(Lm)

= 2 so this is possible. We are interested in the case when (4.6) produces the

greatest restriction on F, namely we want WF to be the trivial group. Since WF

is a subgroup of NG(rF), we have that WF is trivial if (rFf =£ rF. When this

occurs rF cannot be the restriction of a representation on all of Lm and F must

be maximal in F.

LetAm be the subgroup generated by aP        and b. Condition (c ) of

(2.5) is satisfied precisely when rF restricted to Am does not contain any copies

of the identity representation of Am.

The collection R0 of representations which satisfy the above conditions

can be made explicit as follows. Let ak be the representation of Z m_t given

by ak(ap) = e(2l,ik)lpm~l, here k is to be considered modulo pm~l. Let ß, be

the representation of Zp given by ßt(b) = e(-2ml^p, here / is to be considered

modulo p. The general irreducible complex representation of 7m is ak x ßt.

The action induced by conjugation by a is given by (ak x ß/f = ak x ß(k+ly

If r is a real representation of 7m, consider it as a complex representation

and decompose it as a sum r = 2fc ¡m(k,r)ak x ßr Now r is real precisely when

m(k, I) = m(- k, -1). Since r restricted to Am does not contain the identity

representation we must have that if m(k, l)¥=0 then either (k, p) = l or (/, p)

= l. Since Ia ¥= r we must have that, for some k, I, m(k, k+ l)^ m(k, I). Let

R0 be the collection of all real representations of 7m which satisfy these condi-

tions.

(5.2).  Theorem . Suppose Lm acts on a manifold M with c(M) < p then

there are no fixed point sets F of the subgroup Im which have a normal

representation rF E R0.

Proof.   By our definition of R0 we know that rF £ R0 means that F £

F0. By (4.6) we know that

c(F)c(Im)l\WF\<c(M)c(Lm).

Since rF E R0 we have \WF\ = I. Since Im is abelian, c(7m) = 1 and by (5.1)

c(Lm) = l/p. So we have c(F) < c(M)/p < 1 and F must be empty.

This theorem places restrictions on the actions of other p-groups. If a p-

group G acts on a manifold M and AT is a subgroup, then let E(K) = {x E M\xK

= {x} }. Let F be any connected component of E(K) and set NF = {g £

NG(K)\Fg = F}\ then the quotient WF = NF/K acts on F but not necessarily

freely. If WF contains Lm then Lm acts on F.  By ordinary Smith theory

c(E(K)) < c(M) and if c(M) < p then c(F) < p and (5.2) places restrictions

on the fixed points of 7m. This in turn translates into restrictions on the original

action.
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By globalizing the technique used in [7] to calculate c(Lm) we can improve

the estimate (3.1) for H*L   (M).

(5.3).  Proposition. If Lm acts on a manifold M and ///(//£   (M)) = 2

then c(H*   (M)) < c({H*(M)}B)lp where B is the subgroup of Lm generated by
±>m m

b.

Proof.  The group Lm has an irreducible complex representation r such

that when restricted to the subgroup generated by apm ~   it does not contain

the identity representation. If n = dim^y then r produces an action of Lm on

D2n. The only isotropy groups that occur are Lm, conjugates of B, and the

trivial group. Now Lm fixes only the origin while B fixes a subdisk D2k C D2n.

Since B has p conjugates, kp = n.

Consider the diagonal action ofim onMxD2", sinceD2n is contractible

we have 77£   (M) = 7/£   (M x D2n). Using the Thorn isomorphism, the pair

(M x D2n, M x S2n _1) gives an exact triangle:

o2nH\  (M)
um

H*LJM x S2n~l)<-H*LJM)

This gives an estimate:

PS(H*.   (M))<(l-t2nTlPS(H*L   (MxS2"-1))
m m

which tells us that:

c(H*L   (M))<(U2n)c(Hl   (MxS2"-1)).
m "m

lfS2k~1 C S2"'1 is the set of points fixed by B then (4.2) applies to the

invariant submanifold M x (S2k~iLm) and we find that

ciH*L   (MxS2"-1)) = c(H*L   (Mx(S2k-1Lm))).
m fit "»

Let K = NLm(B) and W = K/B; then we have the following identification:

Hlm(M x (S2k-lLm)) = H*(M x S2k~l)

= H*(EK xK(MxS2k~1))

= H*((EK xM)xKS2k~1)

= H*((EKxBM)xwS2k~1).

Now W acts freely on S2*-1 and we have the estimate:
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PS((EK xBM) xwS2k~1)<PS(EK xBM)PS(S2k-1IW)

< (1 + t + f2 + • • • + f2fc_1Xl - t)-lPS({H*(M)}B)

where the last estimate uses (4.3) and the fact that S2k~1/W is a lens space.

Collecting estimates we find that

c(7/*   (M)) < (2k/2n)c({H*(M)}B)
um

which is the asserted estimate since kp = n.

6. Application to group cohomology. By applying (4.6) to a situation

where the fixed point sets are known we obtain a lower bound for c(G).

Combined with an upper bound from [7], these inequalities determine c(G) for

some groups, several examples are given.

Suppose r is a real representation of the p-group G, this gives an action of

G on S". We require that r does not contain any copies of the identity represen-

tation so that G does not fix any point of S" and G £ I, the collection of

isotropy groups. By (2.4) if 7 £ I is a maximal element of the partial order then

F(7) is an m-sphere.

Since r is a representation of G we have r* = r for g £ G. If f £ NG(IX)

then this means that (rxf = rx. This leads to the identification WF =

NG(IF)IIF fox F E F.

If we define 10 as the collection of all 7 £ I such that 7 is maximal in I,

1(1) = 1(G), and if / £ I with / C 7 then l(J) < 1(G), then (4.6) rephrases as

(6.1).  Theorem.  For any representation r of a p-group G which does

not contain the identity representation the following estimate holds:

Z |7|c(0/|ArG(7)|<e(G).
7-er'o

The following special case contains no mention of representations.

(6.2).  Theorem . Suppose a p-group G contains normal subgroups

NVN2,... ,Nk such that

(a) eacA quotient GIN¡ is cyclic,

(b) for each i, l(N¡) = 1(G),

(c) for each i +j, l(N, n N¡) < 1(G),

fAen2f=1l^|.KiV/)/|G|<c(G).

Proof . Since G¡N¡ is cyclic there is an irreducible representation r¡ of G

whose kernel is Nr Apply (6.1) to r = r1 + r2 + • • • + rk.

To illustrate how (6.2) may lead to the identification of c(G) we recall

a result from [7].

(6.3).   Theorem. If G is a p-group whose center Z(G) is cyclic while the
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quotient G/Z(G) is isomorphic to Zk for some k > 0 and if, when p = 2, G has

no subquotient group isomorphic to the quaternion group, then c(G) < e(G)/p.

Here e(G) is the number of subgroups of G isomorphic to Z'^G\

Consider the groups Lm from   §5.  By (6.3) we calculate that c(G) <

1/p, while by (6.2) we have c(G) > l/p.

As a second example restrict attention to p odd and consider the group G

of order p3 given by the presentation

(a, b, z\ap = bp = zp = l,az = za,bz = zb, ab = baz).

Again (6.3) applies and we calculate that c(G) < (p + l)/p. If Nx, N2.

TV*p+1 are the maximal subgroups of G then (6.2) applies and we obtain c(G) >

(P + 1)/P-
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